
CS 145: Preassignment 2
Linesweeper

1 Description

Your primary goal in this homework is to get your hands on if statements and loops. You
will do so by writing a 1-D version of the popular Minesweeper game.

A quick note on terminology: a Linesweeper board is made up of bomb and non-bomb
spaces. Bombs are represented with asterisks, and non-bombs with space characters. Some
example boards include “*”, “** ** ** * ***”, and “ * * * ”. During the game, the
player sees not the board but a view of the board. Views represent the unknown parts of
the board with a ‘?’ and known, cleared parts with ‘ ’. Initially, the player is shown a view
of all question marks. The player’s objective is to uncover all the non-bombs by picking a
location to clear, which either clears the board a little or detonates a bomb.

2 Requirements

To receive full credit for this assignment, you must write a class Linesweeper in package
pre2 that meets the following specification:

• Has a method isBomb that takes a String parameter for a board and an int pa-
rameter for an index, in that order. It returns true if the board has a bomb at
the specified index and false otherwise. For example, isBomb("** ", 0) → true,
whereas isBomb("** ", 2)→ false. Test this method in isolation before moving on.

• Has a method createView that takes a String parameter for a board. It returns a
new String that is the user’s initial view of the board—before any exploration has
been done. In other words, the view is a sequence of question marks of the same
length as the board. For example, createView(" * *") → "????". Test this method
in isolation before moving on.

• Has a method isBombsOnly taking a String board parameter and a String view pa-
rameter, in that order. It returns true if and only if all unguessed parts of the view are
bombs. For example, isBombsOnly(" * ", "?? ")→ false and isBombsOnly(" * ",

" ? ") → true. Test this method in isolation before moving on.

• Has a method overwrite that takes a String parameter, an int parameter for an in-
dex, and a char parameter. It returns a new String in which the character at the speci-
fied index has been replaced by the specified character. For example, overwrite("moo",
0, ‘f’) → "foo". Test this method in isolation before moving on.

• Has a method clear that takes a String parameter for a board, a String parameter
for the user’s view of the board, and an int parameter for an index, in that order.
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It returns a new view of the board, identical to the parameter view except that all
unguessed, non-bomb locations at the specified index and to the left and right of the
index are cleared to a space character. Keep clearing to the left and right until bombs
are found. For example, clear("* ", "????", 1) → "? ", clear("* *",

"?????", 2) → "? ?", and clear(" * *", " ???", 2) → " ? ?". Play the 2-D
version to get a visual idea of clearing. Test this method in isolation before moving on.

• Has a method play that takes a String parameter for a board, interacts with the
user via System.in and System.out to play the game, and returns true if the player
clears all the non-bomb locations and returns false if the user uncovers a bomb. You
may write this method yourself and share it on Piazza (share only this method) with
tag #pre2play, or you may use a solution another student has posted. Your solution
should make use of the methods above. Following is an example of a failed interaction
with the board "** **":

???????

Dig at: 0

*??????

Kablooie!

Following is an example of a successful interaction with the board "** * *":

????????

Dig at: 2

?? ???

Dig at: 6

?? ? ?

You win!

These are just examples; the output format is unspecified.

You may also vote exactly once for your favorite solution (not your own, however) with
a “+1” reply in the followup discussion. The student with the most votes will be given
sparkly treasure.

3 Files

• SpecChecker: twodee.org/teaching/cs145/2012A/homework/speccheck pre2.jar

4 Suggested Process and Submission

Please see preassignment 1 for the process on how to tackle coding assignments and submit
them.
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